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Scientific Article

Evaluation of Image Registration Accuracy for
Tumor and Organs at Risk in the Thorax for
Compliance With TG 132 Recommendations
Christopher L. Guy PhD a,*, Elisabeth Weiss MD a, Shaomin Che MD b,
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aDepartment of Radiation Oncology, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia; and
bDepartment of Radiation Oncology, The 1st Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an,
Shaanxi Province, China
Received 17 January 2018; revised 22 June 2018; accepted 29 August 2018

Abstract
Purpose: To evaluate accuracy for 2 deformable image registration methods (in-house B-spline
and MIM freeform) using image pairs exhibiting changes in patient orientation and lung volume
and to assess the appropriateness of registration accuracy tolerances proposed by the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine Task Group 132 under such challenging conditions via
assessment by expert observers.
Methods and Materials: Four-dimensional computed tomography scans for 12 patients with lung
cancer were acquired with patients in prone and supine positions. Tumor and organs at risk were
delineated by a physician on all data sets: supine inhale (SI), supine exhale, prone inhale, and prone
exhale. The SI image was registered to the other images using both registration methods. All SI
contours were propagated using the resulting transformations and compared with physician de-
lineations using Dice similarity coefficient, mean distance to agreement, and Hausdorff distance.
Additionally, propagated contours were anonymized along with ground-truth contours and rated
for quality by physician-observers.
Results: Averaged across all patients, the accuracy metrics investigated remained within tolerances
recommended by Task Group 132 (Dice similarity coefficient >0.8, mean distance to agreement
<3 mm). MIM performed better with both complex (vertebrae) and low-contrast (esophagus)
structures, whereas the in-house method performed better with lungs (whole and individual lobes).
Accuracy metrics worsened but remained within tolerances when propagating from supine to
prone; however, the Jacobian determinant contained regions with negative values, indicating
localized nonphysiologic deformations. For MIM and in-house registrations, 50% and 43.8%,
respectively, of propagated contours were rated acceptable as is and 8.2% and 11.0% as clinically
unacceptable.
Conclusions: The deformable image registration methods performed reliably and met recom-
mended tolerances despite anatomically challenging cases exceeding typical interfraction vari-
ability. However, additional quality assurance measures are necessary for complex applications
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(eg, dose propagation). Human review rather than unsupervised implementation should always be
part of the clinical registration workflow.
� 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Radiation
Oncology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

Adaptive treatment techniques are becoming routine
practice in radiation therapy, and the presence of
advanced image registration methods in the clinic is
increasing at a similar rate. The reduction in time and
effort provided by image registration algorithms enables
frequent plan adaptation in response to observed anatomic
changes throughout the course of radiation therapy. The
recent publication by the American Association of
Physicists in Medicine’s Task Group No. 132 (TG132)
provides guidelines on the implementation of quality
assurance and control for deformable image fusion and
registration algorithms.1 TG132 recommends a 2-step
registration evaluation. The first step is performed for a
scenario in which the ground truth is available (eg,
phantoms, synthetic images) and establishes essentially
the best achievable performance of a deformation method
through the commissioning process. The second step
targets evaluation of the clinical use of deformable image
registration (ie, real patient data), for which the ground
truth cannot be established. Our study focuses on the
latter part of the evaluation. Registration results in the
form of propagated contours were also assessed qualita-
tively by radiation oncologists and compared with the
quantitative accuracy measures.

The use of digital or physical phantoms for testing
registration algorithms, as prescribed by the task group
report, provides an upper bound on accuracy because of
the simplicity and controlled nature of the phantom im-
ages. However, accuracy is expected to change when real
patient images are used. Image sets chosen for this study
ranged in difficulty of the registration problem they
posed, from a relatively simple difference in respiratory
phase (inhale to exhale) to a more challenging change in
patient orientation (supine to prone) that exceeded the
registration difficulty of cases commonly seen in onco-
logic clinical practice. Registration results in the form of
propagated contours were also assessed qualitatively by
radiation oncologists and compared with the quantitative
accuracy measures.

There is a rich literature reporting on image registra-
tion errors (especially for tumors and lungs), and the
overall accuracy reported is reasonable. However, there is
a distribution of the image registration errors for different
regions, organs, users, methods, and implementations. As
such, it has been recommended that the generalization of

reported accuracies be done cautiously.2 The goal of the
work reported in this paper was to identify limits of ac-
curacy for our clinic for deformable image registration of
the thorax.

Methods and Materials

Image acquisition

Four-dimensional computed tomography images for
12 patients with lung cancer, obtained with patients in
both prone and supine positions, were acquired under an
institutional review boardeapproved protocol and retro-
spectively used to evaluate deformable image registration
performance. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants. Participants ranged in stage from I to IIIB
and had a mean (standard deviation) age of 63 (9) years.
The data sets allowed for variation of registration diffi-
culty on an intrasubject basis by controlling the degree of
respiratory change and patient orientation. The scans were
performed with a Brilliance Big Bore scanner (Philips
Healthcare, Cambridge, MA); a protocol with 120 kVp,
500 mAs, and 3 mm slice thickness was used. In-plane
resolution ranged from 1.0 to 1.4 mm. Data were ano-
nymized, and the primary lung tumors and normal tissue
structures were delineated on the inhale and exhale phases
of each scan by 1 radiation oncologist using default lung
and mediastinal windows of a commercial software suite
(MIM 6.6, MIM Software Inc, Cleveland, OH).

Thoracic structures including tumor, heart, lungs,
esophagus, and select vertebrae (T2, T5, and T12) were
contoured. Additionally, the esophagus was segmented
into upper, middle, and lower sections by evenly dividing
the esophagus length into 3 parts (roughly corresponding
to the cervical, thoracic, and abdominal sections) along
the craniocaudal direction. The lung lobes were individ-
ually labeled.

Image registration

As an initial preprocessing step, prone images were
rotated 180� about the z-axis, bringing prone patient
anatomy into the same orientation as in the corresponding
supine image. The supine inhale (SI) respiratory phase
image was separately registered to the supine exhale (SE),
prone inhale (PI), and prone exhale (PE) phases using
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both commercial software with deformable registration
functionality (MIM 6.6; MIM Software Inc, Cleveland,
OH) and an in-house registration algorithm (IH) based on
the open-source Elastix software package, totaling 6
registrations per patient. A workflow for the image
registration process is shown in Figure 1.

MIM registrations were performed using the automatic
deformable image registration tool with default settings
and no user adjustment. A rigid image fusion was per-
formed as a first step. The deformable image registration
tool accepted the rigid fusion results as initial input. A
constrained freeform deformation model was used along
with an intensity-based similarity function to perform the
deformable registration. To maintain a fully automatic
workflow, user input to the registrations, such as with the
software’s Reg Refine tool,3 was not used. In this study
the term fully automatic signifies that no real-time input

from the user was employed to iteratively improve or
adjust the registration results.

Thoracic image registration is made challenging by a
number of issues, such as sliding interfaces, respiratory
motion and associated density changes of lung paren-
chyma, and cardiac motion. In an attempt to overcome
these challenges, particularly by providing realistic
deformation in the presence of sliding pleural inter-
faces,4e6 an in-house B-splines-based Elastix7,8 registra-
tion method was developed that involved 3 steps. First, a
rigid registration of the thorax was performed using the
normalized cross-correlation similarity metric. Second, a
deformable image registration of the entire patient was
performed. Finally, a deformable registration of the lungs
was added to improve vessel and bronchus alignment.
The deformable registrations used a sum of squared in-
tensity differences similarity metric and a bending energy

Figure 1 Image registration workflow. The image registration process using the MIM and in-house (IH) algorithms is shown for a
given pair of input images. The IH algorithm also requires masks of the thorax, whole body, and lung to focus the registration region at
each step. Contours are propagated from the secondary image to the primary image before evaluation of results.
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regularization penalty on the transformation. The regis-
trations required contours as additional input: whole-body
patient anatomy minus extremities and large air pockets
(eg, in the stomach and bowel), thorax region, and lung
parenchyma, as shown in Figure 2. Removal of air
pockets (ie, exclusion of large cavities of gas within the
stomach in both the whole body and thorax masks) was
found to be necessary to exclude any dramatic changes in
topology, primarily between prone and supine orienta-
tions, because this was a registration problem that was not
the focus of this study. Except for the creation of addi-
tional contours to mask portions of the image from the
algorithm, no user intervention was required.

Registration evaluation

Physician-specified contours of the SI phase were
propagated to all other images using the resulting trans-
formation of each registration. Agreement between
registration-propagated contours and ground-truth physi-
cian contours was assessed with multiple metrics to
quantify registration accuracy: Dice similarity coefficient
(DSC),9 mean distance to agreement (MDA),10 and
Hausdorff distance (HD).11 DSC quantifies agreement
between contours according to the degree of overlap of
their volumes. Accuracy of contours can also be measured
by calculating the distance of closest approach of each
point on the surface of one contour to all points on the
surface of the other contour. MDA and HD are the mean

and maximum distances of closest approaches, respec-
tively. The spatial Jacobian and deformation vector field
images were used to assess the plausibility of the resulting
transformations. Negative spatial Jacobian values and ir-
regularities in the deformation field indicated regions of
nonphysical deformation and localized registration fail-
ure. Visual inspection of the deformed images was also
performed by physicians to detect any large, noticeable
issues with the transformation. The accuracy of each
registration method was compared against recommenda-
tions set forth in the TG132 report, which recommends
DSC of >0.8 to 0.9 and MDA <2 to 3 mm, depending on
the treatment site.12,13

The accuracy assessment resulted in 3 contours per
structure for the SE, PI, and PE images: physician drawn,
MIM propagated, and IH propagated. Physician-observers
(n Z 3) were tasked with rating each of the contours in
the set for quality and choosing the highest quality
delineation of the 3. A rating of “A” meant the contour
was clinically acceptable as is, a rating of “B” signified
minor changes were necessary, and a “C” rating was
given to contours deemed unacceptable to use for treat-
ment planning purposes without major revision. The
contours were anonymized and randomized such that the
observers were blinded to their mode of creation. Exam-
ples of anonymized contours for several structures are
given in Figure 3. Physician assessments for each regis-
tration method were compared against the accuracy met-
rics recommended by the task group report.

Figure 2 Registration contours for one image pair. Body (green), thorax (red), and lung (blue) contours required for registration are
shown for the inhale prone (top) and inhale supine (bottom) images of one patient. Note the large air pockets that have been excluded
from both the whole-body and thorax masks in the sagittal and coronal views of the inhale prone image (magnified), which are not
present in the supine image. (A color version of this figure is available at http://doi.dx.10.1016/j.adro.2018.08.023.)
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Results

Registration accuracy

Across all patients and registrations, the mean (stan-
dard deviation) of accuracy metrics were DSC 0.8 (0.1),
MDA 2.1 (1.4) mm, and HD 22.6 (17.7) mm for MIM;
and DSC 0.8 (0.2), MDA 2.3 (1.4) mm, and HD 22.5
(17.2) mm for IH. Results for the contour-based accuracy
assessment are provided in Figure 4. MIM performed
better with both complex structures (eg, vertebrae) and
low-contrast organs (eg, esophagus), whereas IH per-
formed better with lungs (whole and individual lobes).
Accuracy metrics worsened for both methods when
propagating from supine to prone patient orientation, but
most structures remained within recommended tolerances.
Esophagus accuracy was often less than suggested limits
across all registrations, likely because of poor contrast and
high delineation uncertainty of the structure, particularly
in the mid and lower third of the esophagus.

Most contours met the TG132 accuracy constraints of
DSC >0.8 and MDA <3 mm; however, the spatial Ja-
cobian images often contained regions with negative
values, indicating nonphysical deformation (folding of
space). An example of a nonphysical transformation re-
gion is shown in Figure 5.

Contour quality assessment

Combined results of the contour assessment performed
by 3 physicians are shown in Figure 6. Across all 3
registrations, 50.0%, 41.8%, and 8.2% of contours prop-
agated via MIM registration were rated A, B, and C,
respectively. For IH-propagated contours across all reg-
istrations, 43.8%, 45.2%, and 11.0% were scored as A, B,
and C, respectively. Of the physician-drawn contours,

80.6%, 14.5%, and 4.9% were rated A, B, and C,
respectively. The latter set of values can be considered a
control for physician variability of delineation and
assessment combined.

Mean distance contours were ranked the highest
quality, followed by MIM-propagated and then IH-
propagated structures. The results of the contour assess-
ment were in agreement with the registration accuracy
metrics. SI-PI registrations had lower contour quality
compared with SI-SE registrations, whereas SI-PE regis-
trations had the lowest ratings with the least number of
A-ranked contours and greatest number of B-ranked
contours. The number of contours considered unaccept-
able for clinical use increased from 4.2% with the SI-SE
registration to 9.0% to 10.3% for the registrations
involving a change in patient orientation.

Discussion

The accuracy of 2 very different deformable image
registration methods was investigated for challenging
cases using clinical images in the context of recent TG132
recommendations. The transformation model of MIM’s
deformable registration tool is freeform with no practical
limit on the degrees of freedom available. The MIM
registration method has the advantage of being imple-
mented in a popular software suite that is already inte-
grated into the clinical workflow at many institutions. The
in-house registration method differs from MIM in the
transformation model and input required, using a B-spline
basis and needing a set of additional contours instead.
These additional contours were necessary only to create
masks of the registration region so that tissue outside this
region of interest (ie, thorax) was ignored. The masks did
not impart any information regarding structure boundaries
or organ surfaces. Although Elastix registration must be

Figure 3 Examples of randomized contours. Physician-drawn and registration-propagated contours for 3 structures are shown: left
lung (left), heart (center), and T5 thoracic vertebra.
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performed outside the standard clinical software, the
framework allows for far-superior flexibility via input
parameter files so that the registration algorithm design
can be customized on a site-specific basis, allowing for a
highly accurate registration in challenging clinical sce-
narios (eg, resolution of atelectasis). Despite their differ-
ences, both registration algorithms performed well
according to accuracy metrics based on propagated con-
tours under scenarios in which anatomic variations were
larger than those typically encountered on a fraction-to-
fraction basis.

The demonstration of registration accuracy for any
finite data set of image pairs cannot ensure that accuracy

is maintained in all possible clinical scenarios. The im-
ages chosen for this study were limited to changes in
thoracic anatomy caused by respiration and the transition
from prone to supine orientation. These factors caused
substantial deformations in the anatomy of the thorax
comparable to or exceeding deformations that may occur
on an intrafraction basis as a result of patient reposition-
ing. Longitudinal imaging throughout the course of ra-
diation therapy can reveal anatomic changes from
addition or loss of tissue (eg, tumor regression, edema,
weight loss, etc.).14e17 Such cases remain challenges for
most deformable image registration algorithms and are the
subject of ongoing research.18,19 Because the prone and

Figure 4 Registration accuracy comparisons. Results are shown for 2 metrics, averaged over 12 patients: (a) mean distance to
agreement (MDA) and (b) Dice similarity coefficient (DSC). Dashed horizontal lines represent the general accuracy limits reported in
the literature. Abbreviations: ESO Z esophagus; ESO-L Z lower esophagus; ESO-M Z middle esophagus; ESO-U Z upper
esophagus; IH Z in-house B-splines registration; LL Z left lung; LLL Z left lower lobe; LUL Z left upper lobe; MIM Z freeform
MIM registration; PE Z supine inhale to prone exhale; PI Z supine inhale to prone inhale; RL Z right lung; RLL Z right lower lobe;
RUL Z right upper lobe; SE Z supine inhale to supine exhale; T2 Z thoracic vertebra 2; T5 Z thoracic vertebra 5; T12 Z thoracic
vertebra 12.
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supine acquisitions of this study were performed during
the same imaging session, anatomy was consistent be-
tween images used for registration. It was therefore ex-
pected that deformable image registration algorithms
should register these cases with acceptable accuracy.

The 3 image registration cases used in this study varied
in difficulty, with the easiest being registration of inhale to
exhale supine images. The SI to PE registration posed the
greatest challenge, presenting a registration problem more
difficult than images containing no change in patient
orientation. The switch from supine to prone orientation
induces significant deformations in the abdomen and
thorax and is further complicated by lung volume differ-
ences between inhale and exhale. The accuracy of MIM’s
deformable image registration tool based on contour
assessment has been estimated previously as ranging from
1.1 to 1.4 mm.20 Based on the accuracy assessment of this

work, the SI to SE registrations were in agreement, with
MDA of 1.27 (0.836) mm. A slightly higher registration
error of 2.51 (1.6) mm was obtained for the SI to PE
registrations, reflecting the difficulty of the anatomic
variations used for this investigation. The in-house
deformable image registration algorithm had a perfor-
mance similar to that of MIM and can therefore be
assumed to have similar accuracy. Deformable image
registration accuracy of thoracic registration for the pur-
pose of contour propagation has been reported to be on
the order of 1 to 3 mm for other algorithms, on par with
the registration accuracy found in this study.21,22 There-
fore both algorithms met the accuracy requirements of
TG132 for actual patient data.

The accuracy of propagated contours in this study was
in agreement with findings in the literature. In an inter-
observer contouring investigation, DSC for thoracic

Figure 5 Example of an ill-behaved transformation. The plausibility of the resulting transformations was evaluated by examining the
spatial Jacobian of the transformation and by visualizing the deformable vector field. Additionally, the deformed images were visually
inspected by physicians for noticeable registration errors. Shown is an ill-behaved region of the transformation resulting from
deformable image registration using the in-house algorithm. Folding of space by the transformation occurs at the anterior edge of the
heart in the axial slices shown, as illustrated in the complementary color overlay of the prone inhale and deformed supine inhale images
and overlaid deformation vector field (DVF) (left). The spatial Jacobian of the transformation is shown (center). Values greater than 1.0
indicate expansion, values less than 1.0 indicate compression, and negative values (shown in black) represent nonphysical trans-
formation. Contours propagated from prone inhale to supine inhale are shown for the left lung (green), right side of the lung (blue), heart
(red), esophagus (yellow), and tumor (magenta) using the in-house registration result (right). Atelectasis (posterior to the tumor) was
contoured but excluded from the analysis. Despite the issues with the transformation, contour propagation using the transformation still
yields reasonable accuracy. (A color version of this figure is available at http://doi.dx.10.1016/j.adro.2018.08.023.)

Figure 6 Summary of observer contour assessment. Organ delineations were created on all images, and the SI image contours were
transferred to the supine exhale (SE), prone inhale (PI), and prone exhale (PE) images via 2 deformable image registrations. Physician-
specified (MD), in-house-propagated (IH), and MIM-propagated (MIM) contour sets on the SE, PI, and PE images were rated for quality
by physician observers blinded to the origin of the contours. A rating of “A” signified a clinically acceptable delineation, whereas a
rating of “B” indicated minor revisions were necessary. A rating of “C” meant the contour contained major errors and was not suitable
for clinical use. Additionally, observers were asked to choose which of the 3 structures was of the highest quality.
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structures was reported to range between 0.74 for
esophagus and 0.96 for lungs, with the esophagus
generating the largest interobserver variability.13 Other
studies report esophagus DSC ranging from 0.7 to 0.8 and
HD of approximately 10 mm.23e25 Studies reporting lung
contour propagation accuracy have found MDA, HD, and
DSC values ranging from 1.5 to 2 mm, 20 to 25 mm, and
0.91 to 0.96, respectively.4,23,24,26,27 For lung, a DSC
>0.9 is expected in instances of acceptable agreement.26

Automatic segmentation of vertebrae has been found to
result in contours with DSC values between 0.8 and 0.95
compared with ground-truth contours, depending on the
segmentation or propagation method used.28,29 The cord,
heart, and lung tumor DSC values using segmentation or
propagation have also been reported to range between 0.8
and 0.9 for clinically acceptable results.23,24 Values for
the quantitative accuracy metrics in Figure 4 of the pre-
sent study were in agreement with these previously re-
ported findings.

Qualitative contour assessment was previously per-
formed in a similar study wherein propagated contours
were rated as clinically acceptable as is (82%), requiring
minor editing (14%), or unacceptable (3%).24 Although
different deformable image registration algorithms were
used, the results of the present study indicated a decrease
in “A”-ranked contours, attributed to the increased diffi-
culty (prone to supine, inhale to exhale) of the registra-
tions used. High accuracy according to contour-based
metrics was not always indicative of a clinically accept-
able registration. Across all observers and registrations,
7.8% of contours were given a “C” rating, indicating the
propagated contour could not be used in a clinical treat-
ment plan. Some variability in observer judgment was
present as well, with 4.9% of physician-drawn contours
ranked as “C.” Although the majority of image registra-
tions obtained in this study were suitable for contour
propagation, human review should always be part of the
clinical workflow despite an algorithm meeting quantita-
tive accuracy metrics.

The lungs are usually treated as 2 organs, right and
left, and are not segmented on a lobe-wise basis during
standard clinical workflow. Because of the large volume
of the lungs, accuracy at the high-contrast lung bound-
aries may not be indicative of accuracy within the pa-
renchyma away from the pleural surfaces. To investigate
accuracy within the lung volume, this study also used
lung lobes for accuracy quantification. Accuracy was
only slightly decreased for individual lobes compared
with that of whole lungs as shown in Figure 4. Lobe
contour propagation performance is quite satisfactory,
considering that the lobes deform independently with
changes in lung volume and that fissures that do not
appear with sufficient contrast in computed tomography
images. This provides some confidence that contour
propagation accuracy is maintained through the volume
of interest for registration.

MIM provides tools for user-guided, iterative
improvement of deformable registration results. Using the
Reg Refine tool, the automatic deformable image regis-
tration results may be substantially improved for many
scenarios. However, the addition of user input enables the
introduction of errors as well. For example, if the user
were to lock an incorrect point using the tool, the algo-
rithm would be prevented from accurately registering the
tissue near that location. Interuser variability of registra-
tion accuracy when using the semiautomatic workflow
was avoided in this study by only considering accuracy of
the fully automatic registration but could be the subject of
future investigation.

Although contour-based metrics suggested no issues
with the registrations, inspection of the resulting trans-
formations uncovered major issues in the form of
nonphysical transformations within subvolumes of the
anatomy of interest. As shown in Figure 5, the volume with
negative Jacobian values (black voxels) occurs at the
boundaries of the right lung, left lung, and heart, though
contour appearance and propagation accuracy for these
organs were largely unaffected. This finding suggests that
contour propagation is largely insensitive to localized er-
rors in the deformation. However, when using deformable
image registration for voxel-based applications such as
dose accumulations, these issues with the transformation
will likely translate to errors in summed dose.

Conclusions

For the 2 deformable registration algorithms tested on
clinical data sets, most contour-based accuracy limits
recommended by TG132 were met for thoracic structures,
but irregularities in the transforms and negative values in
the spatial Jacobian images were identified, indicating
registration failure in localized regions. Despite algorithm
accuracy within tolerance limits, a substantial number of
propagated contours resulting from the registration were
not of clinically acceptable quality. Therefore the accu-
racy limits were sufficient for contour propagation where
careful review by an observer is possible but not for more
complex tasks such as dose accumulation.
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